Who Are the Objects of Positive and Negative Gossip at Work? 
A Social Network Perspective on Workplace Gossip

Gossip is informal talking about colleagues. Taking a social network perspective, we argue that group boundaries and social status in the informal workplace network determine who the objects of positive and negative gossip are. Gossip networks were collected among 36 employees in a public child care organization, and analyzed using exponential random graph modeling (ERGM). As hypothesized, both positive and negative gossip focuses on colleagues from the own gossiper’s work group. Negative gossip is targeted, with the objects being specific individuals, particularly those low in informal status. Positive gossip, in contrast, is spread more evenly throughout the network.

This chapter is based upon Ellwardt, L., Labianca, G., Wittek, R. Who are the objects of positive and negative gossip at work? A social network perspective on workplace gossip. Revised and resubmitted for publication.
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5.1 Introduction

Gossip is a ubiquitous phenomenon which accounts for approximately 65% of people’s speaking time (Dunbar, 2004). This suggests that time spent in the workplace is naturally accompanied by a large proportion of conversations on social topics, such as talking about colleagues. Many accomplished organizational goals cannot be accounted for only by the prescribed formal workflow, but instead rely on informal relationships between employees (Morey and Luthans, 1991; Oh et al., 2004). The quality and strength of these informal relationships smooth or impede cooperation within formal work groups, as well as across the entire organization, thereby potentially affecting the organization’s outcomes. Gossip is argued to be one of the main mechanisms used by employees to strengthen relationships informally in organizations (Dunbar, 2004; Kniffin and Wilson, 2005; Michelson and Mouly, 2004; Noon and Delbridge, 1993) and is, thus, worthy of study in its own right.

Workplace gossip is defined as “informal and evaluative talk in an organization about another member of that organization who is not present” (Kurland and Pelled, 2000: 429). This definition, which is used widely in the gossip literature, has two crucial implications. First, gossip is “evaluative,” which suggests that it can be either positive or negative (Elias and Scotson, 1965; Fine and Rosnow, 1978). Second, and more crucially, the member of the organization that is not present – the gossip object – is an important part of gossip episodes, even though the person is not directly involved in the transmission of the gossip. Much of what we know about gossip in organizations tends to be limited to predicting who will be a gossiper (Litman and Pezzo, 2005; Nevo et al., 1994), or who is likely to gossip with whom (e.g., Burt, 2001; Leaper and Holliday, 1995). But less is understood about who these individuals choose to gossip about, which is the focus of the current study.

The relevance of studying positive and negative gossip is apparent when looking at its consequences for the object of gossip and for the group as a whole. Being the object of positive gossip, such as being praised or defended by others, is similar in its consequences to receiving social support (Dunbar, 2004). Social support is the positive behaviors and actions that foster positive interpersonal relationships (Duffy et al., 2002). Having a favorable reputation, feelings of belongingness, and friendships at work has been found to increase performance and job satisfaction (Morrison, 2004; Sparrowe et al., 2001).

Being the object of negative gossip can cause consequences similar to victimization, such as limiting work-related success and thwarting the fundamental
psychological need to belong (Baumeister and Leary, 1995). For example, Burt’s (2005) study of bankers found that those about whom negative gossip was spread had difficulties in establishing cooperative working relationships with colleagues, and left the organization sooner than those who did not suffer from a negative reputation. Victimized employees usually find it difficult to cognitively control their social environment and trust others (Aquino and Thau, 2009). Because negative gossip is a light form of victimization, it is more precisely categorized as a form of social undermining (Duffy et al., 2002). Social undermining is behavior that hinders the establishment and maintenance of positive interpersonal relationships and a favorable reputation for the target. In the sense that gossip is defined above it is a key process in groups. Managerial and social psychology literature, however, study it mainly as one out of many aspects of more abstract psychometric constructs, like workplace deviance and social undermining (Bosson et al., 2006; Duffy et al., 2002). This makes it difficult to disentangle gossip from these constructs. We therefore propose to study gossip behavior as a subject on its own and without attaching an ex ante connotation (like deviance). Whether gossip is deviant behavior or not largely depends on the situational circumstances under which it occurs.

Gossip also has implications for the overall functioning of the group in which individuals are embedded. For example, despite its harmful consequences for individuals, negative gossip might have beneficial consequences for group outcomes. Empirical studies have shown that negative gossip is used to socially control and sanction uncooperative behavior within groups (De Pinninck et al., 2008; Elias and Scotson, 1965; Merry, 1984). Individuals often cooperate and comply with group norms simply because they fear reputation-damaging gossip and ostracism.

Despite the ubiquity and importance of positive and negative gossip for employees and organizations, it is surprising how little research exists on who is selected as the objects of gossip. In contrast to previous studies, we will not study consequences but rather the antecedents of becoming the object of gossip. Characteristics of gossip objects have largely been neglected, while considerable effort has been taken to describe objects of more severe but rarer forms of victimization and bullying (Aquino and Thau, 2009; Salmivalli et al., 1996; Vartia, 2001). Asking why some employees are chosen as objects of positive and negative gossip, and others not, helps to identify the beneficiaries of positive gossip and its related social support, as well as the employees who may be victimized through the spreading of negative gossip.

The present study uses social network analysis. Social network analysis was successfully employed in earlier research on gossip and victimization in organizations (Burt, 2005; Coyne et al., 2004; Jaeger et al., 1994; Keltner et al., 2008; Lamertz and Aquino, 2004). Our contribution, however, is that we specifically focus on the gossip objects’ formal group membership and informal social status within an organizational network. To date, there are too few studies to draw firm conclusions about network position in relation to gossip or victimization (Aquino and Thau, 2009). We will argue that being in the same formal workgroup as another person, even after controlling for the amount of interaction and relationship quality with this person, makes it more likely
that both positive and negative gossip is spread about this person. Both gossiping behaviors help in maintaining and reinforcing group solidarity (Dunbar, 2004; Kniffin and Wilson, 2005). Individuals who are low in social status in the organization’s overall social network (that is, having few friends and/or being friends with unpopular individuals) are more likely to be victims of negative gossip, and in some cases become scapegoats.

We proceed in the following way: We first present a theoretical framework and hypotheses about who will be chosen as gossip objects anchored in discussions of group membership and social status. Then we discuss the research design and the methods of analyses we used. We next test our hypotheses using social network data collected in a Dutch child care organization that has seven formal groups embedded within it. Finally, we present our results and discuss their theoretical implications, along with a discussion of the need for future research on gossip in organizations.

### 5.2 Theoretical Background

Organizational gossip behavior is defined as a relational process involving, at minimum, a triad. In a ‘minimal’ gossip setting, a gossip sender is speaking with a gossip receiver, and the gossip content being spread is about the gossip object, who is not physically present but remains an important part of the relational gossip process (Bergmann, 1993; Kurland and Pelled, 2000). Because there are at least three individuals involved in a gossip episode, researchers have argued that it is useful to think of gossip as a group process, rather than simply treat it as a process between the sending and receiving dyad (DiFonzo and Bordia, 2007; Dunbar, 2004; Foster, 2004; Gluckman, 1963; Merry, 1984).

Despite the theoretical arguments that gossip is at minimum triadic and needs to be considered from a group perspective, most of the previous research on gossip transmission through networks focuses on the dyadic relationship between the gossip sender and the gossip receiver. Much of it examines the extent to which there is gossiping in a network. For example, previous researchers have argued that as the density of a network increases, it increases the level of interdependence within the group, which makes norm monitoring more important (Hackman, 1992). This increases the transmission of gossip in a network because gossip allows the group members to control their fellow members’ actions (Burt, 2005; Kniffin and Wilson, 2005). Another factor increasing the flow of (negative) gossip is trust. The sender must trust that the gossip receiver either keeps the secret, or further spreads the gossip in a manner that protects the original gossip sender (Burt, 2001; Grosser et al., 2010).

While much is known about the relationship between gossip senders and receivers, little research has been done on the objects of gossip. For example, while Heider (1958) notes that gossip about an object increases between the sender and the receiver when they agree in their opinion on the gossip object, no attempt is made to understand how the characteristics of the gossip object might affect that attitude or the propensity to
gossip about the object either positively or negatively. Similarly, Wittek and Wielers (1998) showed that gossip flourished in organizational networks that had many ‘coalition triads’ where the gossip sender and receiver had a positive relationship amongst themselves but a negative relationship with the object of gossip. Again, no attempt is made to understand why that particular person was singled out by two individuals to be the object of negative gossip.

Because our theoretical perspective is to view gossip as a group phenomenon as opposed to a dyadic phenomenon, we will focus on two organization-level explanations of why certain individuals are chosen to be the objects of positive or negative gossip. We use formal work groups as one explanatory factor, and informal social status as the other.

5.2.1 Being the Object of Positive or Negative Gossip as a Consequence of Sharing Formal Group Membership

Being a positive gossip object. We argue that shared formal group membership breeds positive gossip about co-members. Several mechanisms contribute to this effect. Employees in mid- and large-sized organizations are usually asked to specialize in various functional or product-related areas that are often formalized into assigned units that keep employees focused on a specific set of tasks, which are then assembled into a whole at the organizational level. Such formal group structures create and reinforce intensive interaction and high interdependence among employees in the group. But this division of labor also decreases interaction with and dependence on employees from the other formal groups and units in the organization. Interactions beyond these formal group boundaries are therefore usually less prevalent and more voluntary in nature (Granovetter, 1973).

Interdependence between employees in formal working groups is further enhanced by organizational demands to achieve organizationally-mandated group goals. Such group goals are more likely to be achieved when all employees of the group cooperate with one another. Formal interdependence increases the likelihood of informal interaction, socializing and communication, which in turn favors reciprocity norms and cooperation (Oh et al., 2004; Sommerfeld et al., 2008). Informal socializing often involves gossiping either inside the workplace, or while engaging in behaviors such as drinking outside the workplace (Michelson and Moulé, 2002; Noon and Delbridge, 1993). Furthermore, norms of reciprocity are facilitated, so that individuals know that if they assist a fellow work group member, that work group member will be very likely to reciprocate in the future. Informal socializing also increases generalized exchange in groups, such that the group members don’t even worry about direct reciprocity from assisting a fellow group member, because they know that someone else in the group will offer assistance in the future. This informal socializing thus encourages group-serving behavior (i.e., cooperation), while also constraining self-serving behavior (Kniffin and Wilson, 2005).

While this existing research is focused on explaining how gossiping encourages cooperation between the gossip sender and the receiver, it is lacking in terms of explaining how the gossip object becomes involved in this group solidarity-creating
process (Dunbar, 2004). The importance of the gossip object in developing and maintaining group solidarity is fairly apparent when we examine the individual as an object of positive gossip. By gossiping positively about other members of our group who are not present, group members stay informed about each other, and demonstrate support and solidarity toward the gossip object and the group (Burt and Knez, 1996; De Backer and Gurven, 2006; Dunbar, 2004; McAndrew et al., 2007). Positive gossip behavior includes, for example, praising the absent individual, providing political or social support for the person, or defending that colleague in their absence. As the gossip object is a reliable partner for social exchange within the informal network, a favorable reputation is built. Research has demonstrated the impact of third-party ties on trust (Burt and Knez, 1996). In a business environment, partners may ask acquaintances for their opinion on the trustworthiness of new business partners before engaging in deals. Positive information is likely to increase trust in others, even when they are fairly unknown to the trustor.

However, also the reputation of the gossip senders in the group may benefit: By praising group members in their absence, employees signal their commitment to group norms, and that fellow group members can count on this employee when needed (Gambetta, 2006). Having a favorable reputation increases the possibility that this employee will be socially supported when the need arises in the future. Although the gossip objects might not find out about the specific praising event, or even necessarily reciprocate the behavior when they have the opportunity to praise the gossip sender when absent, there is a greater chance that the group as a whole will generally reward this behavior. In contexts where individuals are interdependent, individual contributions to the welfare of the group are particularly acknowledged, and confer the contributor (i.e., gossip sender) prestigious status (Willer, 2009).

Research has shown that group affirmation through positive gossip becomes even more likely when the group members are highly interdependent in their goal achievement (Kniffin and Wilson, 2005). Within formal work groups, there is often recognition that fellow group members are interdependent and that group solidarity is important to maintain the proper functioning of the work group. Thus, we would expect that employees would pass along favorable information about absent members of their work group, and that this effect cannot solely be explained by the level of daily interaction that is required and generated by being placed in the same work group.

Hypothesis 1: Gossip senders are more likely to spread positive gossip about a colleague from the sender's work group than a colleague from outside the workgroup.

The above argument implies that employees are less inclined to gossip positively about people outside their work group. Importantly, decreased positive behavior towards out-group members does not necessarily align with an increase in negative behaviors. Scholars using optimal distinctiveness theory argue that in-group favoritism (e.g., demonstrated by positive gossip) does not require hostile behavior towards out-groups (e.g., negative gossip, Brewer, 1999). Under conditions where there is no threat from the
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out-group and no competition, in-groups often simply ignore potential gossip information about people outside their group, because it is not interesting. We now turn to the discussion of negative gossip.

Being a negative gossip object. As described above, spreading positive gossip about an object is a simple and low-risk way of demonstrating social support to the group. In the following we will argue for similar group-serving functions of negative gossip, more specifically, we suggest that gossip is used for reinforcing norms important to members of the group. Previous research has shown that there is often greater interest in hearing negative gossip than there is in hearing positive gossip (Barkow, 1992; Baumeister et al., 2004; Bosson et al., 2006; Davis and McLeod, 2003; De Backer and Gurven, 2006). First, negative information is hidden from the gossip object and therefore scarcer. Second, negative gossip may contain information about behaviors or intentions that have a damaging impact on the group. Given the heightened thirst for negative gossip, who do gossip senders choose to spread negative gossip about?

Negative gossip will be more focused on colleagues from the sender's work group than outside the group because potential benefits are high. Negative gossip often provides valuable information on uncooperative behavior and norm violation by individuals. Both theoretical and empirical literature on gossip suggests that acts of social control and ostracism involve sharing negative opinions about third parties (De Pinninck et al., 2008; Merry, 1984). By spreading gossip throughout their network group, members warn one another (De Backer and Gurven, 2006; Dunbar, 2004; McAndrew et al., 2007) and signal that they consider the underlying relationship with the group a strong one (Bosson et al., 2006; Burt, 2001). Warning others in some cases leads to an unfavorable reputation or avoidance of the gossip object (Burt, 2005; Tebbutt and Marchington, 1997). Negative information, e.g. on violating the norm of cooperation, is of special value in the context of high interdependence, where group members cannot achieve their goals without the contribution of every individual.

Directly challenging the norm-violating group member, however, can be costly, if not backed by the group or at least parts of the group. A person detecting norm violations can therefore choose to first discuss the issue with other group members when the norm-violator is absent, and see whether they agree and will support sanctions. This is very important for the gossip sender, who must credibly demonstrate that the gossip behavior is solely motivated by the promotion of group norms (and not the gossip sender's own position). Research has shown an increased likelihood of repercussions for gossipers when other group members perceive the gossip behavior as self-serving behavior (Kniffin and Wilson, 2005).

So far, it has been argued that individuals who violate social norms tend to be the objects of negative gossip, usually targeted by those who want to enforce these norms (Aquino and Thau, 2009). We do not suggest, however, that norm violation is more likely to occur or to be perceived among in-group members. We only suggest that in-group violation is more important and judged more harshly. Highly interdependent individuals
are particularly affected by and sensitive towards norm violations by group members. As a consequence, norm violation is evaluated more extremely than analogous behavior from members outside the group, increasing the likelihood of negative gossip. The harsher judgment of in-group members has been called the “black sheep effect” (Marques and Paez, 1994). There has been empirical support for the black sheep effect in organizational contexts where employees identify with formal group boundaries (Bown and Abrams, 2003). Taking together arguments on the black sheep effect and group benefits, we hypothesize:

Hypothesis 2: Gossip senders are more likely to spread negative gossip about a colleague from the sender’s work group than a colleague from outside the workgroup.

5.2.2 Positive and Negative Gossip in Relation to Social Status in the Informal Network

So far, we have examined the costs and benefits of choosing certain gossip objects at the level of the work group. Employees, however, are simultaneously embedded both within particular formal work groups, as well as being members of the overall organizational network (Oh et al., 2006; Oh et al., 2004). While the organization’s formal structure imposes unit specialization on the employees, it also creates cross-unit interdependence in order for the organization to achieve its goals. No formal organization structure can entirely manage those cross-unit interdependencies perfectly, which opens the way for informal relationships across units to develop – that is, there will always be times when to get work done, people will need to tap their informal contacts in other groups in order to accomplish their tasks. While these informal relationships serve individuals’ expressive purposes, including their needs to find affiliation with others (Baumeister and Leary, 1995), they also serve instrumental purposes, such as providing a means to have goals that cross units accomplished without resorting constantly to the organizational hierarchy. Some of the large variation in the extent to which employees have access to cross-unit relationships is determined by the organizational hierarchy, as well as by their function (e.g., some people might be assigned to be cross-unit coordinators). But some of that variation is directly related to their social status within the informal network (Krackhardt, 1994): The more positive relationships employees have with colleagues throughout the organization, the higher the employees’ social status within the organization as a whole (Salmivalli et al., 1996), and the more access they have to social resources (Lamertz and Aquino, 2004).

This informal social status within the organization as a whole determines the extent to which an employee is the object of positive or negative gossip. Indirect acts of gossiping negatively about another person can lead to more direct offenses by the group, such as bullying this person. An influential study on bullying in classrooms revealed that being the victim of bullying largely depended on the victims’ social status in the class – measured as the victim’s centrality in the friendship network. Low-status children tended to be victimized, and were not supported by other children who were potential defenders, while high-status children were highly accepted by the group and not bullied (Salmivalli et al., 1996). We argue that the objects’ social status determines the costs and
benefits of spreading gossip about the object, and thus affects the likelihood of being a positive or negative gossip object.

**Being a positive gossip object.** We define a person’s social status within an organization here as the number of friendship relationships that person has with other members of the organization, weighted in turn by how much status those members have (network researchers will recognize this as having high "eigenvector centrality", Bonacich, 1987). This definition is relative – two people might both have a large number of friendship relationships, but the person who has more relationships is likely to have greater status. The definition also takes into account the status of the people with whom the individual has their relationships. Similarly, Northway (1967) recommends calculating social status not only based on numbers of friendship nominations by others, but also on the relational pattern of who is friends with whom. For example, a person who has a large number of relationships with the most popular individuals in a network will have higher status than an individual with an equal number of relationships, but whose relationships are with individuals who are very unpopular in the network as a whole. Individuals in organizations enhance their status by being perceived to be tied to the most popular members of the organizational network (e.g., Kilduff and Krackhardt, 1994). Scott and Judge (2009) found that employees reliably agreed on which colleagues had high social status in a workplace informal network, and that those colleagues were treated favourably by the group, even after controlling for formal status and interpersonal liking.

We argue that humans strive for social status (Barkow, 1975), and that they will use gossip as a means of trying to attain that social status. Employees will be likely to ingratiate themselves with higher-status people through gossip in an attempt to promote their own social standing. Gossiping positively about high-status people can pay off for a number of reasons. First, gossiping positively about well-embedded others can be a relatively uncontentroversial way of associating with other group members who are friends with the gossip object. The gossip senders signal these friends that they notice the good deeds of the high-status gossip object, and by doing so they indicate that they belong to the object’s group. Researchers know that the mere perception of being connected to high-status people increases status regardless of whether this connection actually exists (Kilduff and Krackhardt, 1994). Second, high status people may have received part of their status because of their contributions to the group (Willer, 2009). Contributions trigger positive evaluations, because the group benefits from this behavior. Mentioning this positive behavior to others also sets standards and clarifies normative expectations.

Though contributions of low-status people also serve the group, gossiping positively about them yields comparatively less benefits than gossip about high-status people: The gossip sender signals affiliation with someone with whom relatively fewer others associate. The sender can be perceived as having unimportant (or even unpopular) friends, which in turn may reflect negatively on the gossip sender. Thus, there can be greater benefits for transmitting positive gossip about a high-status person.
Transmitting positive gossip about high-status colleagues also is affiliated with relatively low costs for gossip senders. High-status colleagues are generally accepted by the group (Salmivalli et al., 1996), meaning that they have many positive informal relationships to other members in the organization. This makes it easy for employees to find gossip recipients that are going to agree with the positive gossip that is being transmitted about the object. The act of connecting with the gossip receiver in agreement over an object through positive gossip adds further to the gossip sender’s social status in the informal network (Bosson et al., 2006; Fine and Rosnow, 1978; Jaeger et al., 1994). Thus, when employees are gossiping positively about another individual outside of their workgroup, we expect that it will be about people that are high in status in the overall organization’s network.

**Hypothesis 3:** The higher the social status of an employee in the overall organizational network, the more likely this employee is to be the object of positive gossip.

*Being a negative gossip object.* A corollary to this argument is that high-status people are unlikely to become the objects of negative gossip. Since employees high in social status are embedded in a supportive informal structure with many formidable allies who are themselves highly connected, they are likely to be well defended by other members in the organization (Salmivalli et al., 1996). This greatly increases the potential costs to a gossip sender for engaging in negative gossip about a high-status person. Passing along negative gossip about a high-status object is very risky because the high-status person can better monitor the flow of negative gossip – by definition, the high-status person has more friends, and more friends of friends than a low-status person. Negative gossip is more likely to be reported back to the high-status object as compared to a low-status object, thus increasing the probability of retaliation. The costs for the gossip sender include potential rejection and the loss of social status within the informal network at the hands of the high-status individual, and his or her high-status allies (Heider, 1958). Negative gossip about low-status employees involves relatively low costs for gossiper senders, because their gossip behavior is backed by the members of the informal network, while these employees are unlikely to be defended (Salmivalli et al., 1996). This leads to the expectation that employees with a low social standing in the informal network are easy objects of negative gossip. Because of this, negative gossip is more likely about low-status individuals than high-status ones.

In addition to the greater costs of negatively gossiping about a higher-status object, there are greater benefits to negatively gossiping about a lower-status object. We know that there are some benefits to negative gossip in general. Researchers have often pointed out that one of the roles of negative gossip is to exert social control for the purpose of maintaining and promoting an organization’s values (Dunbar, 2004; Elias and Scotson, 1965; Fine and Rosnow, 1978; Foster, 2004; Gluckman, 1963; Merry, 1984; Wittek et al., 2003). By engaging in negative gossip about an object, the gossip sender is signaling an understanding of the organizational norms, a willingness to monitor and enforce them, and an understanding that sanctioning is necessary lest the organization’s identity is threatened (De Pinninck et al., 2008; De Vries, 1995; Keltner et al., 2008; Kniffin and
Wilson, 2005; Wilson et al., 2000), without damaging the gossip sender’s reputation. Deviations from social norms are often seen as betraying the community. Ostracizing the offending individual from the broader community are important mechanisms for norm reinforcement (De Pinninck et al., 2008; De Vries, 1995; Merry, 1984). While some acts of ostracism are directed towards the object itself, such as excluding a person openly from activities, a crucial aspect of negative gossip is that it is mostly unobservable for the object. In their absence, the group coordinates sanctions aimed at employees who do not ‘fit’ the group’s values. By targeting the low-status members of an informal network with negative gossip, the gossip sender is, in essence, playing an impression management game. The individual wants to appear to be upholding the organization’s norms through norm monitoring and enforcement (Baumeister et al., 2004). While negative gossip potentially accomplishes this goal, it bears the risk of the gossip object learning of the negative gossip being spread, and thus retaliating. By focusing the negative gossip on the members of the network with the lowest status, the gossip sender can gain the impression management benefits of spreading negative gossip, including reinforcing the belief that the individual deserves to be on the periphery of the network (i.e., they don’t have many friends, and not many high-status friends, because their behavior is not in keeping with our norms and values). They might also find that the potential social costs in terms of discovery or retaliation are very low because the low-status individual has few defenders, particularly high-status defenders.

Hypothesis 4: The lower the social status of an employee in the overall organizational network, the more likely this employee is to be the object of negative gossip.

5.2.3 The Relative Concentration of Positive and Negative Gossip on Particular Persons

Is there greater concentration in certain individuals as the objects of negative gossip as compared to positive gossip? That is, do we see certain people becoming preferred targets for negative gossip at a higher rate as compared to the concentration in positive gossip? So far, we discussed how group membership and social status in the network determine gossip about particular employees. We did this separately for positive and negative gossip. In the following, we compare the distribution of positive and negative gossip in an informal network by analyzing a central network characteristic: the relative concentration on particular objects. In some cases, gossip is unevenly distributed and polarized around certain individuals. If the gossip is negative, we can speak of scapegoating, described as polarization of group aggression against individuals (Bonazzi, 1983; Cooke, 2007). The purpose is to maintain group norms and single out the scapegoat or “black sheep” (Marques and Paez, 1994), who is seen as the cause of emotional frustration in the community. Often employees of low status are blamed for problems for which they are not personally responsible in order to deflect criticism of the high status members of the community and to preserve the existing status hierarchy in the community (Bonazzi, 1983).

Ostracism becomes feasible when the ostracizing employees represent the majority against a smaller numbers of objects who are left with few or no opportunities to
mobilize allies. Continuous negative gossip about colleagues will verify their low social status: A gossip study by Burt (2005) showed how some bankers’ negative reputations echoed throughout the organization’s networks. Colleagues who potentially had information that could disconfirm the bankers’ negative reputations were ignored, and instead the negative reputations became increasingly negative over time, causing the bankers to be permanently ostracized from productive relationships by their colleagues. Ultimately, these bankers were unable to repair their work relationships and were very likely to resign from the organization due to this “character assassination” (Burt, 2005).

Defenselessness, however, is not sufficient for becoming the object of scapegoating. We suggest that (low-status) people will be picked out as scapegoats in only few cases. One the one hand, really troublesome behavior that threatens essential group values tends to be relatively infrequent compared to minor norm violations given the risks it bears with regard to expulsion from the group and other sanctions. One the other hand, negative information about a person is scarcer than positive information. People will be more interested in negative than in positive information because it points toward norm-violating behavior that threatens the group. As a result, negative gossip is likely to be more concentrated around few individuals, who are unable to defend themselves socially, than positive gossip. We hypothesize that negative gossip will not be spread evenly across members of an organization.

Hypothesis 5: Negative gossip in organizational networks is concentrated on a small number of objects (“scapegoats”).

5.3 Research Design and Setting

5.3.1 Data

Data were collected in one site within a medium-sized Dutch non-profit organization in Spring, 2008. The organization was a major independent, subsidized, regional child protection institution. These data were collected in a site specializing in treating children with special needs involving problems with their social, psychological, and/or physical functioning. This site employed 36 social workers, behavioral scientists, therapists, medical doctors, and administrative staff. The site was an ideal size for this study because there were enough employees for network analyses, but it was still small enough to be able to collect complete network data that asked about gossip sending, receiving, as well as the objects of the gossip. Surveys that employ network questions usually demand more motivation from respondents to fill in the survey than traditional methods, because respondents have to think about their relationships with every single colleague and respond in detail about multiple aspects of their relationships.

This site was autonomous, with the employees rarely engaging in contact with organizational members outside the site. Within the site, the organization was split into seven teams of anywhere between three and eight employees, some of which were directly engaged in treating children, and others that were engaged in various support
functions. While successful treatment required the team employees to frequently exchange information about the children, it also required the teams to work seamlessly with other teams that had support and professional staff who could assist in treating the children. None of the teams had formally designated team leaders or supervisors; instead, the teams were all managed centrally by one male manager. All but one of the remaining employees were female, and most were part-time employees. Table 5.1 gives more information on the work units.

**Table 5.1** Description of the Work Groups in the Organization’s Site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of group members</th>
<th>Description of functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Line-manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Social workers who supervise children group A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Social workers who supervise children group B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Social workers who supervise children group C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Social workers who supervise children group D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Flexible social workers who help out (e.g., on-call duty, coverage of maternal leave)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Support staff: secretaries, cleaning personnel, and chef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Scientific staff: behavioral scientists, medical doctor, physiotherapist, and other therapists</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were collected through self-administered computer-aided interviewing. 30 out of 36 employees (83.3%) completed the survey, which on average took 32 minutes. The mean age of the employees was 38.94 ($SD = 11.89$), and on average they had been working in the organization for seven and a half years ($M = 7.46$, $SD = 5.68$).

### 5.3.2 Measures

Measures included network data, which capture the relationships between employees, as well as data on the individual attributes of employees (e.g., whether they were doctors or social workers), as detailed below.

**Peer-rated gossip about colleagues.** Being the object of gossip was the dependent variable. We presented respondents with a roster of the names of all 36 employees working at the site and the respondents were asked to indicate from whom they had received gossip during the last three months, and about whom they had received that gossip. Providing rosters rather than free name recalling is a preferred method of collecting data in social network analysis because it reduces selectivity bias in the answers due to memory effects (Marsden, 1990). Respondents first indicated from which employees they had received gossip. We did not use the term “gossip” in the question, choosing instead to use the wording “informally talking about absent colleagues in an evaluative way,” which is taken directly from Kurland and Pelled's (2000) definition of workplace gossip. We asked the respondent to name the person from whom they
received gossip (which is called a “peer-rated relationship”), rather than asking self-reported gossip behavior (i.e., to whom they were sending gossip), to minimize the potential effects of self-serving attribution bias and social desirability. Social desirability had been found to affect self-reported gossip in earlier gossip studies (Nevo et al., 1994). The approach of measuring peer-rated relationships instead of self-reported relationships also has been successfully implemented in studies on bullying, which suffer from the same types of potential self-serving attribution bias and social desirability bias (Salmivalli et al., 1996).

After indicating from which gossip senders respondents had received gossip, respondents (gossip receivers) were asked to describe about whom they received gossip (gossip objects) from each of the previously selected gossip senders. The need to capture both the gossip senders’ names, as well as the gossip objects’ names, prevented us from attempting to collect network data in a larger worksite. Then, the gossip receivers were asked to characterize whether the gossip about the object sent by a particular individual was normally negative, positive, or an even mix of both positive and negative gossip. Thus, our dataset shows that Employee A had received gossip from Employee B about Employee C, and that the gossip about Employee C passed from B to A was either positive, negative, or a positive/negative mix.

Providing the option of characterizing the gossip as mixed gave respondents the opportunity to report gossip that was negative without having to check the negative box. We did this for both theoretical and empirical reasons. Theoretically, negative aspects of relationships, including negative gossip, have a larger impact on the perceptions and behaviors of people than positive relationships, and are therefore extremely important to capture, even if they are sometimes less likely to be reported by respondents (Labianca and Brass, 2006). Empirically, purely negative gossip is not reported as readily compared to mixed gossip, which can seriously under-account for its prevalence. For example, 8.4% of the total gossip reported in this study was negative-only gossip, as compared to mixed gossip, which represented 27.4% of the total gossip (the remaining 64.2% of the gossip was positive-only). Providing the mixed option allows researchers to tap into the negative aspects of relationships while overcoming social desirability biases (Labianca and Brass, 2006).

Finally, we created two directed square network matrices, which served as the dependent variables. The first network matrix contained the gossip sender in the row with the gossip objects in the column. A cell containing the number 1 indicated that an employee had sent gossip about this gossip object, and that the gossip was positive (Positive-Only Gossip Object). The second network was the same, but this time the cell containing the number 1 indicated negative or mixed gossip was spread about the gossip object (Negative Gossip Object). The use of the peer-reporting data collection technique on gossip senders described above had the advantage of making full network data available for all 36 employees in the site, despite the fact that our response rate was less
than 100%. Thus, when we measured such network variables as social status (see below), we had ratings on all employees so that there was information on the social status of all employees working at the site.

Shared group membership. The organization provided the data on the formal work groups in this site. In addition to the manager, who was not assigned to a team, there were seven groups ranging in size from three to eight employees. Formal group membership was coded for each employee from 1 to 7 (the manager was assigned a code of 8), and then a match on formal group membership was used to test whether being in the same group lead to more often being the object of positive or negative gossip (Hypotheses 1 and 2). This variable was called Shared Group Membership.

Social status. In addition to asking about gossip, respondents were asked to describe their social relationships with every other employee on the following Likert scale: (1) “very difficult,” (2) “difficult,” (3) “neutral,” (4) “friendly,” and (5) “good friend.” This directed, valued network captures the quality of the dyadic relationships within the network, as reported by each individual. This Relationship Quality variable was included as a control variable in our models, since it is empirically important to distinguish the relationship quality on the dyadic level from social status in the network to demonstrate that social status influences who is an object of positive or negative gossip (cf. Scott and Judge, 2009).

We then used the same Relationship Quality matrix to create the Social Status variable. We recoded all of the “friendly” and “good friend” relationships in the Relationship Quality matrix as ones, and the remaining types of relationships as zeros to isolate the friends in the network (the term “friendly” is stronger in connotation in the Netherlands than in the U.S. and translates more directly to “friendship-like”). Based on this directed, dichotomized friendship network, we calculated the in-eigenvector centrality for every actor, using UCINET VI (Borgatti et al., 2002). Eigenvector centrality considers not only how many friendships an employee has in the workplace, but also whether the employee is connected to others who are themselves popular. For example, two employees might both have five friends in the site, but if the first employee’s five friends don’t have many friends, whereas the second employee’s five friends are extremely popular and well connected, the second employee will have a much higher eigenvector centrality score than the first. Thus, this measure represents each employee’s status or rank prestige in the friendship network (Wasserman and Faust, 1994: 206), as

---

9 Employees who were invited to the study but did not participate could still be nominated as gossip objects and/or friends on the roster by the employees who did participate. This way, we also retrieved information about non-participants – e.g., whether they had a central position in the gossip and friendship network – so that we could analyze whether being a gossip object depended on social status in the friendship network.

10 The question on relationship quality is roughly translated as follows: “With some colleagues we have a very good relationship. To some we would even confide personal things. With other colleagues, however, we can go along less well. The following question asks about your relationships with your colleagues. How would you describe your relationship with each of the following people?”
described by every other member of the network (hence, the term used is “in-eigenvector centrality,” which focuses on how others rated the person, which are incoming ratings). A major advantage of this measure is that it accounts for the social rank within the global network in the organization, and not just within local groups, clusters, or cliques. Using the incoming friendship nominations also allowed us to calculate this social status variable for those individuals who did not respond to the survey. This variable was called Social Status, and was used to test Hypotheses 3 and 4.

Scapegoating. We captured how evenly negative gossip was spread about particular gossip objects within a network using the structural measure called alternating in-k-stars (Robins et al., 2007b). A significant positive effect for alternating in-k-stars indicates that the organizational network contains some individuals who are chosen as gossip objects by many employees. These individuals are so-called “hubs” in the network, and there is a tendency that a larger number of employees, who are themselves less frequently chosen as gossip objects, gossip about a smaller number of hubs. In contrast, a negative effect for alternating in-k-stars indicates that there are less hubs than expected by chance, and that there are small variances between employees in the frequency of being chosen as gossip objects. This measure was calculated directly in STOCNET (Snijders et al., 2008). The variable was labeled Scapegoating, and was used to test Hypothesis 5. We also tested whether this effect occurred in the positive gossip network for the sake of completeness, although we did not specifically hypothesize this effect.

Control variables. In addition to relationship quality (mentioned above), we used a number of other control variables in our models, including dyadic contact frequency, individuals’ levels of job satisfaction, and a number of common network configurations which will be detailed in the Analytical Approach section immediately following the control variables section.

Dyadic contact frequency. We needed to rule out differences in potential gossip objects based simply on the amount of interaction the gossip sender had with the gossip object. We did this by controlling for the contact frequency between the gossip sender and the object. We asked each respondent to go down a roster of the site members and rate how often they had formal or informal communication with each colleague during the previous three months on a Likert scale that ranged from (1) “never” to (6) “eight or more times per week.” This communication network captured repeated patterns of work-related interaction between employees (Brass and Burkhardt, 1993; Scott and Judge, 2009), so that we could control for the employees’ amount of contact with the gossip object. This variable was called Contact Frequency.

Job satisfaction. We also felt it important to control for whether the gossip sender or gossip object was satisfied with his or her job. For example, a gossip sender who was dissatisfied might be expected to engage in a greater amount of negative gossip, particularly since gossip is sometimes used as a catharsis for negative emotion (Fine and Rosnow, 1978; Foster, 2004; e.g., Noon and Delbridge, 1993). Similarly, a gossip object that was very dissatisfied might trigger negative gossip in the individuals to which he or
she is tied. We constructed a four-item job satisfaction scale specifically for our organization that was based on qualitative interviews conducted prior to the survey. We asked employees “How satisfied are you with: ‘your tasks,’ ‘your salary,’ ‘the collaboration with your colleagues,’ and ‘your workload?’” Respondents rated their satisfaction on a seven-point Likert scale (1 = very dissatisfied, 7 = very satisfied). To check whether the measure was uni-dimensional, we conducted an exploratory factor analysis with principal axis factoring (using the direct oblimin rotation method, which relaxed the assumption that factors are orthogonal). All items loaded on one factor, which had an eigenvalue of 2.67 and explained 67% of the variance. Cronbach’s alpha for the Job Satisfaction scale was 0.81.

5.3.3 Analytical Approach

To test our hypotheses, we used an exponential random graph modeling approach (ERGM), which is also referred to as the $p^*$ model (Robins et al., 2009; Robins et al., 2007a; Robins et al., 2007b; Snijders et al., 2006). We computed the models using the statistical package SIENA-$p^*$ in STOCNET (Snijders et al., 2008). We could not rely on an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression approach because our data violate its assumptions of observational independence. A major advantage of ERGM is that it investigates the structure within a complete social network. In our case, we look at gossip relations within an organizational network, where a gossip relation represents one employee gossiping about a specific colleague. These network relations do not just form randomly but have a certain underlying pattern. With ERGM it is possible to examine and empirically test these structural patterns, and ask for example whether shared group membership affects the choice of certain gossip objects.

In order to answer this type of question, ERGM proceeds as follows: The observed gossip network is regarded as just one realization out of many possible realizations and might just be observed by chance. To see to what extent the observed gossip network we collected differs from a gossip network that occurs by chance, a number of random networks are simulated with a Markov chain Monte Carlo maximum likelihood estimation (MCMC-MLE). The simulated network is compared to the observed network in terms of parameters. For example, we included shared group membership to predict whether an employee gossips about a colleague. If the simulation does not represent the observation well, the parameter value (previously zero) for shared group membership is adjusted and used for the subsequent simulation. The parameter is changed to a value above zero when gossip was more observed to be about employees of the same group, and changed to a value below zero when less observed than in the random network. This procedure is repeated at least 8,000 times until the simulated network provides a good representation of the observed network, indicated by convergence statistics close to zero. We only used models with convergence statistics between -0.10 and 0.10 for every parameter, as recommended by Robins et al. (2009), to ensure robust results. We also produced goodness of fit statistics through simulations to assess the quality of the estimated models. Structural statistics of the observed network
were compared with the corresponding statistics of networks simulated from the fitted model (thus using parameters of the model estimated earlier). The so-called \( t \)-statistics should be close to zero and less than 0.1 in absolute value (Robins et al., 2009).

We modeled two exponential random graphs, one for negative gossip about colleagues, and one for positive gossip about colleagues. We entered parameters that represented our three different levels of analysis. We included parameters to test whether individual characteristics like employee social status affected whether they were likely to become the object of gossip. As recommended for ERGM models, we also controlled for the social status of the gossip senders, and for the similarity in social status between the gossip senders and their chosen gossip objects. The second level of analyses regarded dyadic effects as described by our above example on shared group membership. For the third level, we included parameters that described the overall structure of the dependent variable, gossip relations in the organization as a whole. For example, we tested whether the concentration on some gossip objects was higher in the observed network than expected under random conditions (the alternating k-in-stars parameter). Four more network statistics were included that are typically recommended as controls in ERGM: alternating k-out-stars, reciprocity, alternating independent 2-paths, and alternating k-triangles (Robins et al., 2007a; Robins et al., 2007b; Snijders et al., 2008). Some models might also include estimates for density. Modeling density, however, was not necessary in our models because we used the conditional maximum likelihood estimation recommended by Snijders et al. (2006), which fixes density to the observed density.

### 5.4 Results

Table 5.2 presents descriptive statistics and intercorrelations for the variables, including the correlations among the networks. Correlations among networks were computed with the Quadratic Assignment Procedure (QAP) algorithm in UCINET VI (Borgatti et al., 2002). The algorithm computes a cell-wise Pearson correlation between the two matrices, stores the resulting coefficients, then randomly permutes the rows and columns and recalculates the new coefficients 5,000 times. Finally, the algorithm checks to see how the original coefficient compares to the distribution of coefficients that have been generated during the permutation. If the original coefficient falls below the fifth percentile or above the 95th percentile tails of that distribution, it is considered significantly different from the null.

The positive gossip network contained 225 observations (i.e., 225 cases in which employees reported receiving gossip about objects). On average, an employee received positive gossip about six colleagues in the organization. The negative gossip network was somewhat sparser, containing 119 observations. On average, an employee received negative gossip about three colleagues in the organization. As a consequence, network densities differed dramatically for the two types of gossip: The positive gossip network (\( \delta = 0.18 \)) was twice as dense as the negative gossip network (\( \delta = 0.09 \)).
Table 5.2  Means (M), Standard Deviations (SD), and Correlations of Networks and Individual Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Relationship (in-degree) a</th>
<th>Contact freq.</th>
<th>Group memb.</th>
<th>Positive gossip</th>
<th>Negative gossip</th>
<th>Social status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relationship quality</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact frequency</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.42***</td>
<td>0.42**</td>
<td>0.24***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared group membership</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.18***</td>
<td>0.24***</td>
<td>0.18***</td>
<td>0.18***</td>
<td>0.12**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive gossip (out-degree)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.20**</td>
<td>0.14**</td>
<td>0.08*</td>
<td>0.11*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative gossip (out-degree)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.17**</td>
<td>0.08*</td>
<td>0.11*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social status (gossip objects)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.26**</td>
<td>0.28***</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.25**</td>
<td>0.11*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction (gossip senders)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>-0.13*</td>
<td>-0.12*</td>
<td>-0.48**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a  The network was dichotomized (1 = friendship; 0 = no friendship) for calculating means, standard deviations, and density. b  The network was dichotomized (1 = three or more weekly contacts; 0 = less than three weekly contacts) for calculating means, standard deviations, and density. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

There was a positive correlation between positive gossip and group membership (r = 0.12, p < .01), which means that employees tended to gossip positively about colleagues who are in their work group. Furthermore, there was a weaker positive, but significant correlation between negative gossip being spread about members of the gossip sender’s own group (r = 0.08, p < .05). A number of the control variables were significant in the models predicting negative gossip objects. Less satisfied employees gossiped negatively about a greater number of colleagues; more frequent contact between employees tended to increase the likelihood of gossiping negatively about that employee; and being friends with the employee significantly decreased the likelihood that they would negatively gossip about them, but also increased the likelihood of positive gossip.

Additional insights on these gossip networks can be gained through visualization. In the network graphs in Figure 5.1, each employee was represented by a circle. Arrows between circles were directed from gossip senders to gossip objects. Circles were drawn closely together by the visualization software when employees tended to gossip about one another, or the same gossip objects. The more central a circle in the network, the more often an employee was either gossip object, and/or gossip sender. The different circle shades and labels represented the different work groups within the organization. In the network of positive gossip, circles of the same shades were drawn closely together, suggesting that positive gossip occurred more often about employees from the same team. Circle sizes corresponded with each employee’s social status. In the positive gossip network, there were hardly any central objects with a low social status (i.e., small circle size), since most of them were peripheral. In contrast, higher status employees were less central, and lower status employees were more central in the negative gossip network.
Finally, in both networks some employees seemed to be particularly central objects with many arrows directed at them, while others were hardly chosen as objects.

Figure 5.1  Networks of Positive (Top) and Negative Gossip (Bottom)

Note. Each circle represents one employee. Arrows are directed from gossiping employees to their gossip objects. The larger the circle size, the higher the social status of an employee. Employees with the same circle shades and labels belong to the same work group.

A descriptive measure that expresses the variability of object choices in a network is *group indegree centralization* (Freeman, 1979). Centralization reaches its maximum of 1
when one object is chosen by all other employees (as in a star structure), and its minimum of 0 when all employees are equally often chosen as objects. In our study, centralization differed considerably for positive and negative gossip objects: In the negative gossip network, centralization was almost twice as large ($C_D = 0.49$) as in the positive gossip network ($C_D = 0.26$), indicating that negative gossip was more centrally structured around star-like objects (“scapegoats”). We now turn to discussing the results of our hypothesis testing using the exponential random graph models, as shown in Table 5.3.

**Table 5.3** Positive and Negative Gossip about Colleagues: Parameter Estimates and Standard Errors (SE) of Exponential Random Graph Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Positive Gossip Only About Colleagues</th>
<th>Negative Gossip About Colleagues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls on individual level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction of gossip objects</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job satisfaction of gossipers</td>
<td>0.14†</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity in job satisfaction (gossiper-object)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyadic relationships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared group membership</td>
<td>0.74***</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship quality between gossiper and object</td>
<td>0.16*</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact frequency between gossiper and object</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social status in network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social status of gossip objects</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social status of gossipers</td>
<td>0.35**</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity in social status (gossiper-object)</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network statistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternating in-k-stars</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternating out-k-stars</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocity</td>
<td>0.68*</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternating independent 2-paths</td>
<td>-0.18***</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternating k-triangles</td>
<td>0.52***</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. As conditional maximum likelihood estimation was used, no density parameters were modeled. †$p < .1$, *$p < .05$, **$p < .01$, ***$p < .001$.

In Hypothesis 1, we argued that employees will gossip positively about colleagues from their own work group. The significant and positive effect of shared group membership in Model 1 ($\theta = 0.74$, $p < .001$) suggests support for Hypothesis 1. In
Hypothesis 2, we argued that negative gossip would also be spread about colleagues who belong to the gossip sender’s work group. Again, the results of Model 2 support our hypothesis \((\theta = 0.55, p < .05)\). Thus, gossip – without regard to whether it is positive or negative – is about colleagues from the gossip sender’s work group. This result cannot be attributed to high contact frequency or higher rates of friendship within teams, since we controlled for these effects in Models 1 and 2. Over and above these control effects, then, being a member of the same group leads to being the object of both more positive and negative gossip from group members.

In Hypothesis 3, we argued that employees high in social status in the overall organizational network are likely to be the objects of positive gossip. Results in Model 1 fail to support our hypothesis \((\theta = 0.15, p > .05)\) – they are no more likely to be the objects of positive gossip that those lower in social status. An interesting result, however, is found for the variable that controls for the status of gossip senders: High-status employees are more likely to be spreading gossip than those lower in social status \((\theta = 0.35, p < .01)\). In Hypothesis 4, we argued that low-status employees will be more likely to be the objects of negative gossip. The significant negative parameter for social status of gossip objects in Model 2 \((\theta = -0.32, p < .01)\) suggests support for this hypothesis.

In Hypothesis 5, we argued that negative gossip would be concentrated on a small number of scapegoats in the organization. We tested this by examining the alternating in-k-stars parameter in Model 2 which is significant and positive \((\theta = 1.02, p < .001)\), indicating that there is a tendency for a larger number of employees to gossip negatively about a very small number of colleagues. These employees seem to be magnets for negative gossip in the site. We also performed an ad hoc test to see if the same phenomenon would occur in the positive gossip network – that is, would certain individuals be considered celebrity gossip stars about whom all of the employees would be interested in spreading positive gossip? The parameter in Model 1 is negative and non-significant \((\theta = -0.04, p > .05)\), suggesting that positive gossip is distributed rather evenly among employees. Goodness of fit statistics produced \(t\)-statistics less than 0.1 in absolute value for all but one variable in the model (the \(t\)-statistic of one control variable was -0.12), suggesting a good overall fit of the models.\(^{11}\)

ERGM models also include a number of network statistics about which we did not hypothesize. For example, we controlled for whether there would be a tendency for a

\(^{11}\) As Robins et al. (2009) argue, the degree distribution of a network, if skewed, can inflate the parameter estimation of alternating k-stars. To rule out this possibility and check the soundness of the significant alternating in-k-star effect, we re-ran Model 2 controlling for three additional parameters (Robins et al., 2009): isolates (employees neither being object nor sender of gossip), sinks (employees being gossip objects only), and sources (employees being senders of gossip only). Three actor dummy variables were created: One dummy representing zero in- and out-degrees (isolates), one dummy representing zero out-degrees (sinks), one dummy representing zero in-degrees (sources). These dummies were included as sender effects in the model. None of the three additional parameters had a significant effect, so that the overall model (including the alternating in-k-star) remained unchanged with regard to the findings reported here.
gossip object to reciprocate by spreading positive or negative gossip about a gossip sender. This was significant in both the positive and negative gossip networks. The positive, significant parameter for alternating k-triangles together with the negative, significant alternating independent 2-paths in Model 2 indicate that positive gossip is characterized by network closure: Employees tend to gossip about one another positively in clique-like clusters.

5.5 Discussion and Conclusion

While gossip is a ubiquitous phenomenon on which individuals spend a large amount of their social time (Dunbar, 2004), relatively little is known about gossip, particularly in the workplace (Grosser et al., 2010; Mills, 2010). As researchers have increasingly turned their attention to this area of inquiry, it is natural that we should begin to move beyond understanding gossip from a dyadic perspective to understanding how it occurs in the groups and networks in the workplace. We contribute to the literature on workplace gossip by focusing on understanding who the objects are of the gossip that is being spread in the workplace. The topic of who are the objects is not often considered, although objects of negative gossip can be affected in similar ways to victimized employees, such as being thwarted in their feelings of belongingness. We argued that the choice of gossip object is driven by considerations for group solidarity and social status, and developed a theory beyond the dyadic level – whether the potential gossip object was in the same work group as the gossip sender, and whether the gossip object was high or low in status within the overall organizational friendship network. Our study is one of the first to examine how positive and negative gossip is distributed across a work organization’s network, and to examine the issue of scapegoating with sociometric methods.

Our results are somewhat counterintuitive: gossip, even negative gossip, is not about out-groups but focuses on in-groups, and that high social status protects employees from being the object of negative gossip. In the following, theoretical implications of the results are discussed, first for work group membership and then for social status in the informal network. After that, we briefly mention practical implications, and address limitations of the current study and how future research could contribute to studying gossip in organizations.

As hypothesized, we found that both positive and negative gossip was more likely to be spread about colleagues within the same work group, even after controlling for the greater degree of interaction one would expect from sharing a workgroup, and even after controlling for the greater likelihood of having friendships within the workgroup. This supports arguments from interdependence theory and optimal distinctiveness theory (Brewer, 1999): Both positive and negative gossip might be used to maintain the control regime within the work group. A set of norms is monitored and enforced within each work group via means of both positive and negative gossip behavior. In contrast, little gossip information is exchanged about out-groups, because it is relatively uninteresting.
The organization operated in the child care field and its success relied greatly on highly interdependent employees working closely together in a collaborative manner. Our results suggest that interdependence between employees is a predictor of any type of gossip about group members. Similarly, in a study on highly interdependent group members by Kniffin and Wilson (2005), positive and negative gossip was directed in ways that supported group-beneficial rules: Gossip was aimed not only at group solidarity, but also at social control within the group.

Our theorizing also noted that each work group is dependent on other work groups in order to accomplish the overall organization’s goals. This requires individuals to create relationships across groups that ultimately develop into an organizational network. We hypothesized that a potential gossip object’s social status within this overall organizational network would be a major determinant of whether the person was chosen as an object for positive or negative gossip, after controlling for being embedded within certain workgroups. We hypothesized that passing positive gossip about a high-status individual helps the gossip sender to affiliate with people of this individual’s social circle, and establish normative standards. However, we found no evidence for this effect. Instead, we found that the potential gossip object’s status mattered only in whether negative gossip was spread about the person, with low-status individuals being chosen at a much higher than expected rate as objects of negative gossip. Results further yielded support for scapegoating theory (Bonazzi, 1983): There was a statistically significant tendency for these low-status individuals to be magnets for negative gossip, so that they were essentially scapegoats within the entire organization. There are some similarities between the negative gossip phenomenon, and some of the work that has been done on bullying – it is precisely the individuals who are lacking in social support and are least able to retaliate that are being selected as objects of negative gossip in a manner that suggests that they are being ostracized from the network as a whole (Salmivalli et al., 1996). The same was not true of positive gossip, which we found to be more evenly distributed across the entire organization.

Our study introduced a new methodological development to the study of gossip. We applied exponential random graph modeling on gossip data collected from peers reporting on each other, rather than through self-report data. In addition to allowing us to minimize potential social desirability bias, the manner in which the data were collected and analyzed allowed us to examine gossip from several distinct levels of analysis (i.e., the individual, the dyad, and the network levels; Borgatti and Foster, 2003). For example, we saw that dissatisfied individuals gossiped negatively about more people (individual level), that being in the same work group as another employee increased the likelihood of positive and negative gossip being sent about this colleague (dyadic), and that being high in status in the organization as a whole was related to being the object of negative gossip, but not of being the object of positive gossip (whole network), all of this while controlling for triadic network statistics.

Our results imply that organizations interested in reducing negative gossip need to consider the person’s status within the whole network, as has also been suggested in the
literature on bullying (Salmivalli et al., 1996), and particularly focus their attention on employees who are poorly integrated into the informal network. This seems especially relevant for work settings where employees are required to frequently collaborate and cannot avoid interpersonal contact (Aquino and Thau, 2009). As our results show, frequent contact with a colleague (a control variable in our models) increases the likelihood of negative gossip being spread about that person over and above their common group membership and their social status. In line with this finding, a sociometric study in a sorority by Keltner et al. (2008) found that gossip objects tended to be well-known, but not well-liked, and that their social reputation was perceived as poor. In contrast, the more popular employees are, the more support and the less counterproductive behavior they face from colleagues (Scott and Judge, 2009).

The present study has some limitations which suggest that the results need to be considered with caution. First, our findings might be context-specific to the particular type of organization (a child care organization) in which the data were collected. This context is characterized by strong solidarity norms, which might not be the case in other settings. As with nearly every social network analysis, this is a case study of one organization and further research is necessary to test the generalizability of our results. It might be the case that a setting where the solidarity norms were weaker might not produce as much intra-group gossip, and particularly negative gossip against in-group members because of lower levels of group norm monitoring and sanctioning. Negative gossip about out-groups might increase with inter-group dependency and competitiveness. A second limitation is that the study included only cross-sectional data which do not enable causality tests. For example, we argued that social status will predict whether colleagues become gossip objects. However, one could also argue that social status is a consequence of being gossiped about to a large extent. Theory suggests that gossiping increases interpersonal affection and helps gossip senders to build friendships (Dunbar, 2004; Foster, 2004; Jaeger et al., 1994; Rosnow, 2001). Similarly, being the object of negative gossip can create a vicious cycle. There is some evidence that employees feeling thwarted in their belongingness needs engage in interpersonally harmful behaviors, and are further victimized because of this (Thau et al., 2007).

Future researchers should apply a longitudinal design, thus allowing them to study the consequences of positive and negative gossip. For example, the extent to which positive gossip about colleagues actually leads to workgroup solidarity, organizational citizenship behavior between employees, or in-role cooperation being facilitated during future interactions would all be interesting gossip outcomes to explore (De Backer and Gurven, 2006; Sommerfeld et al., 2008). Similarly, exploring whether negative gossip objects are being further excluded (i.e., ostracized) from the informal network in an organization over time would be an interesting study for the future, particularly for those interested in understanding whether scapegoating can be overcome, or whether there is an inevitability to the continued targeting of a small subset of individuals as targets of negative gossip.
We conclude that it is essential to focus on the objects of gossip when we want to understand why workplace gossip in some cases leads to high integration of employees and cohesion in the informal network, and to low integration and structural holes in other cases (Michelson and Mouly, 2004; Noon and Delbridge, 1993). We found that the antecedents of being the object of gossip differ depending on whether the gossip is positive or negative in its contents. Similarly research on the consequences of workplace gossip would benefit from a systematic distinction between positive and negative gossip. There have been arguments for either detrimental effects (such as decreasing the well-being of victimized employees) or benevolent effects (such as increasing cooperation and social support) of workplace gossip for an organization. Both negative and positive effects can occur simultaneously. Hence, future gossip research is likely to benefit from considering both the positive and negative forms of gossip.